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COVID-19’s Impact on Financial Markets

Treasury Yields

COVID-19 (coronavirus) has rapidly spread across the globe after
first emerging in central China in late 2019. The World Health
Organization formally declared COVID-19 a pandemic on March
11, 2020. As of March 30, 2020, the virus has infected more than
745,000 people in 177 countries, leaving more than 35,000 dead.

MATURITY

Given the rapidly evolving nature of the pandemic and the
uncertainty regarding its future trajectory, financial markets have
experienced significant volatility over the past several weeks.
This volatility is likely to continue until there is greater certainty
around the path of the pandemic and its effect on the economy.
As a response to the rapidly developing health crisis, the Federal
Open Market Committee (FOMC) held two unscheduled meetings
in March to discuss COVID-19’s impact on financial markets and
the economy. The first unscheduled meeting took place on March
3, where the FOMC voted unanimously to lower the target range
for the Federal funds rate by 1/2 percentage point to 1.00% -1.25%.
The next unscheduled meeting took place on Sunday, March 15,
where the FOMC voted to lower the target range for the Federal
funds rate by an additional 1 percentage point to 0.00% - 0.25%.
In addition to lowering the Federal funds rate, the committee
announced the restart of quantitative easing, additional overnight
and term repurchase agreement operations, lowering the rate on
the discount window, and a few other liquidity measures.
Since the meeting on March 15, the Federal Reserve (Fed)
established several facilities intended to promote proper market
functioning. The establishment of these facilities, along with
the restart of quantitative easing, are meant to directly address
liquidity issues in the financial markets and support the flow of
credit to households and businesses. This action should support
the Fed’s dual mandate of maximum employment and price
stability.
With the Fed having cut its target rate to near zero, financial
markets are now looking to Congress to continue mitigating the
economic fallout from COVID-19. Two initial bipartisan bills related
to COVID-19 have already been passed by Congress and signed into
law by President Trump. The third bipartisan piece of legislation
is a roughly $2 trillion fiscal stimulus bill that provides loans
and assistance to both large corporations and small businesses,
funding for hospitals, expanded unemployment insurance, and
direct checks to individuals. This bill should help to alleviate a
portion of the COVID-19 related economic fallout in the near term,
but further legislation could be needed depending on the duration
of the economic slowdown.
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Current Economic Releases
DATA

PERIOD

VALUE

GDP QoQ		

Q4 ‘19

2.10%

US Unemployment		

Feb ‘20

3.50%

ISM Manufacturing 		

Feb ‘20

50.10

PPI YoY		

Feb ‘20

1.20%

CPI YoY		

Feb ‘20

2.30%

Fed Funds Target		

Mar 23, 2020

0.00% - 0.25%
Source: Bloomberg

Data unaudited. Many factors affect performance including changes in market conditions and interest rates and in response to other economic, political, or financial developments. Investment involves risk including the possible loss of
principal. No assurance can be given that the performance objectives of a given strategy will be achieved. All comments and discussions presented are purely based on opinion and assumptions, not fact. These assumptions may or may
not be correct based on foreseen and unforeseen events. The information presented should not be used in making any investment decisions. This material is not a recommendation to buy, sell, implement, or change any securities or
investment strategy, function, or process. Any financial and/or investment decision should be made only after considerable research, consideration, and involvement with an experienced professional engaged for the specific purpose.
Past performance is not an indication of future performance. Any financial and/or investment decision may incur losses.
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Fund Highlights as of February 29, 2020

(Unaudited)

Participant Breakdown
Schools, School Boards, & Universities
$681,996,132.47 24.13%

Sheriff's Offices
$219,258,966.19 7.76%

Utilities
$76,412,403.20 2.70%

Assessor's Office

Retirement Systems

$90,636,747.57 3.21%

$89,091,379.25 3.15%

Clerks of Court
$65,583,105.60 2.32%

Recreation Districts
$9,108,621.02 0.32%

Convention And Visitors Bureau
$12,173,463.44 0.43%

District Courts, Judges, & Attorney's Offices
$19,292,051.12 0.68%

Fire Districts

Port Commissions/Levee Districts

$25,986,922.27 0.92%

$262,904,219.42 9.30%

Hospitals
$48,751,366.26 1.72%

Libraries
$19,631,510.68 0.69%

Police Juries

Municipalities

$444,902,513.36 15.74%

$587,784,332.49 20.79%

Other Public Entities
$173,164,283.92 6.13%

Portfolio Breakdown
U.S. Government
Agency Securities
26.81%
Commercial Paper
A-1/P-1
12.88%

U.S. Treasury
Securities
0.88%

Month

Avg Monthly Yields

Month Ending Net Assets

Dec-19

1.71%

$2,257,559,126

Jan-20

1.69%

$2,717,969,376

Feb-20

1.64%

$2,826,558,633

Repurchase
Agreements
22.71%

Bank Deposits
0.11%

Commercial Paper
A-1+/P-1
36.62%

Data may not equal 100% due to rounding. Performance results are shown net of all fees and expenses and reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. Many factors affect performance including
changes in market conditions and interest rates and in response to other economic, political, or financial developments. Investment involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. No assurance can be
given that the performance objectives of a given strategy will be achieved. Data Unaudited. All comments and discussion presented are purely based on opinion and assumptions, not fact. These assumptions
may or may not be correct based on foreseen and unforeseen events. The information above is not a recommendation to buy, sell, implement, or change any securities or investment strategy, function,
or process. Any financial and/or investment decision should be made only after considerable research, consideration, and involvement with an experienced professional engaged for the specific purpose.
Past performance is not an indication of future performance. Any financial and/or investment decision may incur losses.
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